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7th WCC Championship win
USD crowned champions over Pepperdine

MARIA WATTERS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

JENNY HAN
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Ojai, California set the stage for
the ultimate showdown between
the University of San Diego Toreros
and the Pepperdine University
Waves for both the men’s and
women’s tennis West Coast
Conference (WCC) Championship.
Women’s Tennis
The
third
seeded
USD
Women’s Tennis team had a
tough road to the conference
championship. USD first faced
off against the number six seed
Saint Mary’s College (SMC) on
Thursday, April 28. Just like their
last meeting back in March, the
Toreros defeated the Gaels 4-1.
The
women’s
semifinal
opponent, the second seeded
Loyola Marymount University
(LMU) Lions, appeared to be a
much tougher obstacle to overcome
— USD lost when the teams met in
the regular season 1-5. However,
the Toreros flipped the script on
the Lions, winning 4-1 to advance
to the WCC championship match.
Their final opponent would
prove to be the most difficult yet
as USD was set to face the number
one seeded Pepperdine Waves.

See Season, Page 12

Men’s tennis celebrates 7th WCC Championship win against Pepperdine.

The annual Supreme Drag
Superstar,
USD’s
annual
drag show, was canceled for
this school year. Typically, it
entails educational speakers,
the drag performance itself,
and a reception for alumni and
sub-donors to raise money for
scholarships. It’s the second time
in its duration since 2012 (the
year that California’s Gender
Nondiscrimination Act was
enacted) that it has been canceled;
the first time was in 2020 due to
the pandemic. When the event
was first announced, it initially
got pushback; A prominent
alumni created a campaign and
a website titled “Alumni for a
Catholic USD”, stating that it
was inappropriate for a Catholic
Institution to host a drag show.
However, the petition failed and
the former President Mary Lyons
allowed for the event to run as
long as there was an educational
component and regulations on
photography and videography.
According to Dr. Greg Prieto,
Associate Professor of Sociology
Maria Watters/The USD Vista

People of the Islands Club’s Lūʻau
POI members discuss the Lūʻau planning process
ABIGAIL CAVIZO
ASST. A&C EDITOR
USD’s People of the Islands
(POI) Club put on their first
in-person Spring Lūʻau since
before the pandemic. A Lūʻau
is typically a festive Hawaiian
tradition, known to be a feast
with food and dancing. To make
it more inclusive, POI’s Lūʻau
consisted of celebrating other
Pacific Islander cultures as well.
The excitement surrounding the
event was two-fold from both
the clubs and various attendees.
The planning consisted of
hard work and dedication.
The
Lūʻau
Coordinator,
junior Ely Redoble, described the
process as long but rewarding.
“We’ve been doing all of

this planning since summer
and I’ve been waiting so long to
see all of it in action,” Redoble
said. “I think an event like this
is cool because we get to teach
people at USD about island
culture, especially since it’s a
predominantly white institution.”
The night itself began at 5
p.m. and opened with leimaking
using tea leaves. Although tea
leaves are not native to Hawaii,
its importance to Hawaiian
culture shows up in things such as
leimaking. There was island food,
such as chicken katsu, macaroni
salad, and kalua pork provided for
everyone. In deciding what vendor
to choose from, the Lūʻau planning
committee wanted authentic
food close to USD’s campus.
The event continued with
cultural island dances. This

Don’t miss the latest news.
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@USDVista
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First time at
Coachella
The Lūʻau committee posing with guest performer Fia.
			
Samantha Anciano/The USD Vista

included hula dancing, Tahitian
dancing, and Filipino cultural
dance, “Tinikling.” The newest
dance included in the Lu’au was
a Chamorro dance from Guam.
Popular Island-reggae singer
from Hawaii, “Fia,” ended

the night with a captivating
performance, including singing
his post popular hit, “Love Me.”
Both of the POI Co-Presidents
Kapri Tulang-De Silva and Austin
Peters are seniors. They lead the

See Spring Lūʻau, Page 10

See A&C, page 9
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See Sports, page 11
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USD’s annual drag show canceled

After complications with a venue, the event will not occur
Drag Show from Page 1

who identifies as gay and
Queer, it is typically a one
of a kind of event unique to
the USD Queer community.
“It initially started as an effort
to create space and community
for queer students on our campus
and the cultural mode that many
of us are most familiar with, which
was drag,” Dr. Prieto said. “It was
originally a very controversial
event on our campus and we’ve
had various episodes of conflict
over it, but I think the most
important thing to know about
it is that it is one of the largest
and I think most popular student
co-curricular events on campus.”
To Dr. Evelyn Kirkley, one of
the faculty advisors for the event
and an Associate Professor of
Theology and Religious Studies
who identifies as lesbian and
Queer, this event helps others
talk about gender inclusivity.

“We knew that this would
be a way to affirm the Queer
community and to draw attention
to the need to be more inclusive
and more celebratory of its
non-cis, Queer community,” Dr.
Kirkley said. “I think the drag
show is a way for Queer identified
students to claim their place at
USD, to claim their voice at USD,
and to claim their power at USD.”
However,
Dr.
Prieto,
Dr. Kirkley and the student
committee ran into major issues
trying to host the show this year.
One barrier was their inability
to secure a venue on time.
“Initially, the reservation [for
the venue: Shiley Theater] was
canceled back in the fall, though;
it wasn’t at the last minute,” Dr.
Prieto said. “The student who
made the reservation apparently
didn’t do so with the right training
or using the right tool [EVR] so it
was automatically canceled as per

the protocol of ASG. And when
that happened, we had to kind
of scramble to find a new venue
because our original reservation
had been booked by someone
else. So I think that kind of threw
us off in terms of our planning.”
In addition, the faculty
advisors stated that there were
also issues with recruitment
and timing. They initially had
only one performer confirmed
and struggled with finding more
performers. But by the time
they found enough performers,
both
advisors
thought
there wasn’t enough time.
“Before the show, we have
dress rehearsals, we have costume
checks, we have choreography
checks,” Dr. Kirkley said. “There’s
just all this stuff [that] it didn’t
appear that we were going to be
able to do, insufficient time to
be able to put on a show that we
want to, and the kind of show

that we’ve had in the past.”
Dr. Prieto and Dr. Kirkley
also made it clear that the
cancellation of this event wasn’t
due to homophobic intent.
“The show has been the target
of lots of homophobic criticism
and assumption and I just don’t
think this is one of those times,”
Dr. Prieto said. “In fact, I’ve
usually been the first one to say
as much, but I can understand
why students might have that
perception given that history but
I don’t know that that history
necessarily applies in this case.”
Dr. Kirkley stated that
in the future, they will be
sure not to repeat these
same mistakes in the future.
“We’re already planning to
make sure everybody’s EDR
trained, to make sure that
we have the right reservation
done, to confirm that we have
the reservation several times

before we put anything out for
next year,” Dr. Kirkley said.
Despite its cancellation, both
faculty advisors emphasized the
importance of the show to the
USD community as a whole.
“USD does a pretty good job
of tolerance, but not always real
inclusion and celebration and
understanding of the value that
our Queer identified students
bring to this university,” Dr.
Kirkley said. “It’s an opportunity
to affirm that part of our
community. And it’s also a part for
our cis-gender and heterosexual
community to really affirm their
support for people who are
outside of the what is called the
norms of gender and sexuality.”
While the Supreme Drag
Superstar show may have
been canceled for this year,
this event is important for the
LGBTQ+ community and is
likely to be planned for next year.

Deconstructing
President Harris’ salary

How total compensation and salary are different
KARISA KAMPBELL
NEWS EDITOR
Clarification: On April
21, there was an editorial
piece
published
that
used
information
from
the nonprofit newsroom
ProPublica about President
Harris’
salary.
The
information was not used
in the correct context.
This
article
explains
the numbers that were
used in their argument.

In an editorial piece published
by The USD Vista last week titled
“USD staff are looking to unionize”
broad
statements
regarding
salary and compensation of
USD staff were used to argue
that the clerical workers on
campus should unionize and
that
everyone
on
campus
should support this movement.
This
argument
used
information from propublica.
com, a nonprofit investigative
news company, stating that
President Harris salary increased
$462,000 between 2019-2020.
However,
the
$462,000
wage increase in question is
not money entering the pocket
book of President Harris, but
rather a broader overview of
the total compensation he
receives for working at USD.
Total
compensation
includes a variety of different
factors.
These
factors
at
USD include health benefits,
such as medical and dental

insurance, a retirement 403B
plan, social security, medicare,
worker’s compensation, tuition
remission,
vacation
accrual,
and additional benefits such as
Employee Assistance Program,
basic life insurance, etc. Each
university has their own specific
total compensation program.
Peter Marlow Associate Vice
President for University Marketing
and Communications commented
on what these total compensation
packages look like in practice,
across different universities.
“While university presidents
have a similar total compensation
package, university presidents
typically are hired under an
employment
agreement
for
a certain period of time that
may have other incentives
based on performance, unique
university offerings (i.e., a
place to live on campus),
competitive market conditions
or circumstances related to
their
previous
employer,”
Marlow wrote in an email.
Lissette
Martinez
Senior
Director of Media Relations
breaks down how what is seen
on organizations’ websites like
ProPublica can not be referred to
literally for the direct salary that
the president obtained in 2020.
“The information obtained
from propublica.org references
USD’s annual tax return, Form
990. The Form 990 requires
inclusion of various types of
compensation
and
benefits
that are not directly tied to
income;
examples
include
base compensation, deferred
compensation,
employer

retirement
contributions,
medical/dental premiums, tuition
remission, and other non-taxable
benefits,” Martinez wrote in an
email. “Dr. Harris did not get a
raise in 2020; the data you are
referring to from the Form 990 is
based on the calendar year ended
December 31, 2019, representing
reportable compensation before
the start of the pandemic.”
Martinez continued by further
explaining the reason behind what
appeared to be such a drastic wage
increase according to Form 990.
“Additionally,
the
‘raise’
referenced ($648,115 on the 2019
Form 990 to $1,112,711 on the
2020 Form 990) is specifically a
one-time deferred compensation
payout from his original 2015
employment contract, not an
increase in base compensation,”
Martinez wrote.
“While the
University has not filed our Form
990 that reports compensation
from the calendar year ended
December 31, 2020, I can
share with you that Dr. Harris’
reportable total compensation on
that return is $684,100 for the
calendar year ended December
31, 2020. Further, his base
compensation also declined from
calendar year 2019 to $603,453.”
In order to determine
presidential
compensation,
there is a comprehensive process
that Marlow further explained.
“One other point that I think
is important to make is that
we have a comprehensive and
responsible process in place
whereby we contract with an
independent
compensation
consultant to work with our

Board of Trustees to determine a
fair and competitive salary for the
president that is commensurate
with
presidents
at
peer
institutions across the country.”
In the Editorial, UCLA and
USD are compared, however,
Peter Marlow argued that is not
a fair comparison because of how
different the two universities are,
and how within comparisons,
only peer universities should be
used. UCLA and USD are not
comparable schools due to the
differences in endowment, size,
and the fact that one is a public
institution and the other private.
“What is a peer institution?
Well they have a similar
endowment, similar number of
students, similar profile, and
a private Catholic University
usually,” Marlow said. “There’s
no way that president Harris
makes anywhere near a UCLA
chancellor, who is running a
multi-billion dollar endowment.”
Similar universities to USD
include
Loyola
Marymount
University
(LMU)
and
Pepperdine University in regard
to the factors such as endowment,
student population, and other
factors outlined by Marlow.
“We don’t have the ability to
make an informed comparison
of LMU and Pepperdine since we
do not know their compensation
details,” Marlow wrote. “As I
shared previously, university
presidents typically are hired
under an employment agreement
for a certain period of time
that may have other incentives
based on performance, unique
university offerings (i.e., a place to

live on campus, tuition remission,
etc.),
competitive
market
conditions or circumstances
related
to
their
previous
employer. These nuances make
direct salary comparisons difficult
and at times unreliable when
reviewing university president
compensation listings in various
higher ed and other publications.”
Taking this into account, it is
hard to compare compensation
of other presidents reported by
propublica, due to the many
variables that could be attributed
to the specific breakdown of
salary versus benefits that makes
up a total compensation package.
Therefore, it is hard to determine
exactly what the exact salary of
the presidents are. However,
ProPublica reports President
Andrew Benton of Pepperdine
University receiving $1,133,000
in compensation in 2020,
and President Timothy Law
Snyder of Loyola Marymount
University receiving $600,338
in compensation in 2020.
However, Marlow was able to
give some insight on President
Harris’s compensation compared
to the rest of the market.
“According
to
the
last
executive compensation study that
we did for President Harris, his
compensation is below the 50th
percentile of the market by 15.8%
and 4.2% for FY2020 and FY2021,
respectively,” Marlow wrote.
While the editorial’s intent
was
not
to
misrepresent
President
Harris’
earnings
and salary, it did misuse the
information
given
by
the
nonprofit newsroom ProPublica.
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Elon Musk buys Twitter
Speculation circulates about the political consequences
COLIN MULLANEY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
While many are familiar
with Elon Musk for his position
as co-founder of SpaceX and
co-founder/CEO of Tesla, the
billionaire and world’s richest
man recently acquired a new
proprietorship: Twitter. After
several weeks of rumors and
relative quiet from Twitter’s
board of directors, the deal
to sell Twitter to Elon Musk
for $44 billion— or $54.20 a
share— was publicly announced
and unanimously approved by
Twitter’s board this past week.
Musk is paying for Twitter, “with
$13 billion in bank loans, plus
another $12.5 billion in loans
against his stock in Tesla, and he
has pledged another $21 billion
in cash to buy the rest of Twitter’s
equity,” effectively transforming
Twitter into a private company,
the New York Times reported.
Musk’s decision to buy the
company came as a shock to
many, including Twitter’s own
employees, who were largely in
the dark about the deal. Twitter’s
chief executives were bound
to keep quiet and not share
updates with employees until the
negotiation was settled, creating
frustrations, according to the New
York Times. Twitter’s employees,
like the general public, expressed

a wide array of reactions and
concerns about Twitter’s deal
with Musk, who has said he
would change much about the
way Twitter operates, including
the policies it uses to moderate
Tweets. Many are concerned
how a single man’s actions
could potentially impact online
speech globally, for millions.
Everyone
from
former
President Barack Obama to
Senator Elizabeth Warren and
European Union lawmakers have
proposed holding social media
platforms to a tougher standard
on content moderation, not
a more laissez faire approach
preferred by Musk. They argue
that the centralization of online
spaces in the hands of a select few
billionaires could lead to abuses
of power like special favors and
score settling, CNN reported.
Others
like
Republican
Governor of Florida Ron DeSantis
and Texas Senator Ted Cruz
heralded Musk’s move as a step
in the right direction toward
more open political dialogue and
less censorship of conservative
thought by Big Tech companies.
Musk himself has denied any
political or financial motivations
for purchasing Twitter, stating, “I
don’t care about the economics at
all.” Although the platform is used
by more than 217 million users
daily, this is only a tenth of the
user base of its competitor, Meta,

“
c
o
Discussion around free speech circulated after news was announced that Elon Musk bought Twitter.
Photo courtesy of Marten Bjork/Unsplash

Elon Musk purchased Twitter for 44 billion dollars.
Photo courtesy of @elonmusk.original/Instagram

which billions of users daily.
Furthermore, Twitter has failed to
turn a profit for eight of the last ten
years, to gain new users, or to keep
people coming back to the service,
according to the New York Times.
Instead of seeing Twitter as
a financial opportunity, Musk
claims to be a proponent of free
speech for all, motivated by what
he believes were overly restrictive
speech
guidelines
under
Twitter’s former management.
“Free speech is the bedrock
of a functioning democracy, and
Twitter is the digital town square
where matters vital to the future
of humanity are debated,” Musk
stated in a public announcement
of his intent to purchase Twitter.
He also stated his desire that
his opponents remain users
of the platform, because “that
is what free speech means.”
Part of Musk’s intended
changes could include an opensource algorithm, visible to the
public, for transparency in the
ways that Twitter promotes
certain Tweets and profiles

The USD Vista
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over others, as well as a pivot
away from account bans and
content removal, CNN reported.
Perhaps the most notable
account ban under Twitter’s
prior directors was the removal
of former President Donald
Trump, following the Jan. 6
Capitol riot and insurrection in
2021. Twitter’s stated reason for
the ban was that Trump posed
“the risk of further incitement
of violence,” due to a history of
spreading misinformation and
his inflammatory comments
leading up to the insurrection.
Trump, according to Fox News,
said that he would not return
to Twitter, even if he is allowed
back on the platform, instead
using his own “Truth Social” as
the sole platform for his voice.
“I am not going on Twitter.
I am going to stay on TRUTH,”
Trump told Fox News. “I hope
Elon buys Twitter, because
he’ll make improvements to it,
and he is a good man, but I am
going to be staying on TRUTH.”
USD
political
science

Editorial – 619.260.4584
Business – 619.260.4714
www.uofsdmedia.com / @TheUSDVista
Gina Lew - Student Media Advisor
Marie Minnick - Operations Advisor

professor Casey Dominguez,
PhD does not believe Trump’s
decision— whether to return to
Twitter or to use his own social
media platform— will have a
significant effect on his political
reach and/or career trajectory.
“Presidents and presidential
candidates benefit by being
highly visible. The advantage to
Trump being on Twitter wasn’t
from Twitter per se but from the
mainstream media’s coverage
of his Tweets. If that is the
case again in the future, he will
certainly benefit from the same
dynamic,” Dr. Dominguez stated.
Regardless of whether Trump
returns to Twitter and regardless
of the changes Elon Musk makes
to the platform, Twitter will
likely continue to serve as a
platform for personal branding,
communication and marketing.
Even though Meta hosts far
more users daily, Twitter has
undoubtedly played an outsized
role in shaping many narratives
around the world and will continue
to do so for the foreseeable future.

The USD Vista publication is written and edited by USD students
and funded by revenues generated by advertising and a student fee.
Advertising material published is for information purposes only
and is not to be construed as an expressed or implied endorsement
or verification of such commercial venues by the staff or University.
The USD Vista office is located on the fourth floor of the Student Life
Pavilion in room 403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The USD Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of
The USD Vista staff, the University of San Diego or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The USD Vista office.
Letters should be limited to 300 words and must be signed. For
identification purposes, USD identification numbers and writer’s year
must be included in the letter. The USD Vista reserves the right to edit
published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for
publication unless otherwise stated.
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The USD Drag Show is a valuable tradition
Canceled due to lack of student participation
MEGAN VALADEZ
ASST. OPINION EDITOR
After pulling off a very
successful drag show via Zoom
last year, students and faculty
were excited to see the show
back in person this school
year. Unfortunately, that did
not happen due to a lack of
awareness that the show was
possibly happening this year.
This year would have been
the 11th annual Supreme
Drag
Superstar
(SDS)
show, hosted by the Diverse
Sexualities
and
Genders
Alliance (DSGA) on campus,
but, ultimately, there was not
enough student participation.
SDS is an event in celebration
of gender expression where
students, faculty, and alumni
dress in drag and perform
their hearts out. Not only were
there not enough students
that wanted to participate,
but student planners were
also unable to secure a
venue in time for the show.
The DSGA is USD’s first
LGBTQ+ student organization,
dedicated
to
creating
community
and
pursuing
social justice. They hold events
in correspondence with the
LGBTQ+ and Allies Commons
with goals to create and foster
a safe community for all.
Though I think we have come
a long way in our society when
it comes to how people view

the LGBTQ+ community, there
is still an enormous amount
of hate, especially on this
campus, that is quite disgusting.
Unfortunately, I think that
has a lot to do with why some
students might feel hesitant to
participate in the SDS drag show.
USD claims to be a diverse
and inclusive campus, where
people of all backgrounds, races,
ethnicities, sexes, and genders are
welcome. I believe that is simply
not the case on this campus.
In October of 2019, a hate
crime occurred on campus
in the Valley A dorms. A
first-year
student,
who
identifies as a member of
the
LGBTQ+
community,
had their dorm room door
vandalized with transphobic,
homophobic, and sexist slurs.
When I heard about this
heinous hate crime, I was,
of
course,
disgusted
and
ashamed to attend a university
where things like this happen.
Being a straight cisgender
woman myself, I have no idea
what it is like to live in a world
that thinks your very existence is
wrong. But, after this hate crime
happened on campus, I thought
to myself, how many LGBTQ+
students have faced violence and
oppression on this very campus?
Over the last couple years, I
have heard endless stories of
the hate toward the LGBTQ+
community at USD, and I have
seen with my own eyes the
issues people have with people

simply just being and expressing
themselves
on
campus.
I believe that it is possible
that participation in the planning
and performing of the SDS show
was low this year due to the
politics on campus regarding the
LGBTQ+ community. But I also
believe that USD needs to foster
an inclusive environment for the
LGBTQ+ community, and the
drag show is one way of doing so.
According to a faculty
organizer of the event, Dr.
Greg Prieto, there was only
one
confirmed
student
performer in March, who is
also a student leader for the
SDS. This student leader took
on a lot of responsibility,
mainly because there was not
enough participation in the
planning of the drag show.
In previous years, the SDS
shows received a lot of hate from
alumni, some administration
and students. Discussions were
focused on the fact that such
an event should be prohibited
because it was a scandal to
promote a lifestyle contrary
to the teachings and morals of
the Catholic Church, being that
USD is a Catholic university.
In an article posted to
catholicaction.org titled, “An
Eye Witness Account of the
First ‘Drag Show’ held at the
University of San Diego,” a
devout Catholic attended the
event and commented on how
disgraceful it was to hold a show
like this at a Catholic university.

“Supreme Drag Superstar” is an important USD tradition that celebrates inclusivity and identity.

This author stated, “...the event
was aimed at zealously fostering
support and sympathy from the
USD students for lifestyles which
the Catholic Church considers
to be disordered and immoral.”
Although this article was
posted in 2012 in response to
the first ever SDS show, times
are still not much different with
regards to how the Catholic
Church views the LGBTQ+
community. Even with samesex marriage being legalized
in the United States back in
2015, the Vatican has said that
the Roman Catholic Church
cannot bless same-sex marriage.
Similarly, 2016’s SDS drag
show was also met with protests
from students who gathered to
pray outside the event because
they believed the show celebrated
a sinful lifestyle, according
to a CBS8 article from 2016.
I believe that events like
the drag show are not only
entertaining, but educational,
because
they
spread
the
message of acceptance, love
and inclusivity. Yes, USD is a
Catholic institution, and there
are students who are Catholic,
but USD needs to do better when
it comes to ensuring that all
students feel safe, wanted and
included on campus, especially
for
LGBTQ+
individuals.
When there are people on
this campus that are so heavily
opinionated about someone
else’s lifestyle that they go to
the lengths of vandalizing a

Members of a Catholic Church protested the 2016 USD drag show.

Photo courtesy of The USD Vista

student’s door and committing
a hate crime toward a student,
it’s no wonder students are
scared to express themselves.
LGBTQ+
students
should
not feel this way, at all.
Overall,
more
student
participation was needed for the
SDS show to happen this year.
Dr. Prieto said the students are
out there for both participating
and planning the show, and
they just need to do a better
job finding those students early
enough in the school year.
It is important to realize
the value in this show. It’s a
safe space for all people to
communicate
and
express
themselves. It is a valuable
tradition that should continue.
USD as a whole needs to do a
better job in ensuring that all
students, regardless of who they
are, are welcome on this campus.
We need to continue to
show up and voice our support.
I cannot begin to fathom how
tiring it is to attend a campus
where people simply hate you
for who you are and choose to
be. I imagine that those who are
part of the LGBTQ+ community
are exhausted to their cores,
as it is damaging and draining
to live in a world that does
not accept you. Maybe if the
university does a better job in
regards to inclusivity, there
would be more participation
in events that try to give voice
to the communities that are
struggling to be seen and heard.

Photo courtesy of The USD Vista

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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The misinformation plague

The lies of social media pose a dangerous threat
KATHERINE ELY

ASST. OPINION EDITOR
One of the biggest issues I
have with social media platforms
is that they give people an easier
outlet to spread misinformation.
In a world fueled by the internet,
we can find answers to any
questions in a matter of seconds.
While the internet is an amazing
tool, one of its downsides is that
the content we are now reading,
watching and listening to is not
always completely accurate.
The spread of misinformation is
extremely detrimental because
it dismantles our understanding
of the truth for past, current
and
future
generations.
There are so many reasons
why we need to be careful about
what we see and hear in the news,
online, or in the context of social
media. For one, the information

we see and hear plays a large
role in shaping how we perceive
the world. For example, when
politicians advertise negative
campaigns
targeting
their
opponent, it can make viewers
believe the person they are
running against is unfit for the
job. One downfall of the internet
is that it provides a platform for
anyone to express themselves
freely. While I am all for the
right to freedom of speech, what
is said on the internet can be
used as a tool to misinform
people on important matters.
Platforms like Instagram and
TikTok can really affect the way
we think about a topic of debate.
One example of how spreading
misinformation can be harmful
is when former President Donald
Trump suggested to Americans
in a Tweet that there was reason
to believe the coronavirus
could be treated by injecting

bleach into the body. Because
he was the president at the
time and had a large following,
many Americans did exactly
that– drank bleach. According
to the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), chlorine
dioxide, the main ingredient
in bleach, can lead to many
dangerous health problems
including respiratory failure,
liver failure and abnormal heart
rates. Though there was no
scientific evidence to support
his public claim, many people
believed his words to be true,
and the portion of the country
who drank bleach then faced
dangerous health problems.
Another
reason
why
spreading misinformation can
be a terrible thing is that it blurs
our understanding of the actual
truth. Regularly used platforms
like TikTok and Instagram allow
people everywhere to contribute

information
misguidedly,
without providing scientific or
academic evidence that what
they are saying is true. The
culture of social media today
is that people will do anything
to see their content go viral.
Because of this fascination
with how many followers or
views you can get, people are
not always aware that their
information is misguided or that
they are part of the problem. I
see TikToks all the time about
random
information
that
interests me. But simply because
I see them online does not
necessarily mean they are true.
Elon
Musk
recently
announced that he was buying
Twitter for $44 billion with the
intent to promote the use of free
speech more online. Twitter’s
previous owner had enforced
censorship regulations around
what users of the platform
can be permitted to post.
I worry that Musk is opening
a door without knowing what
is on the other side of it. By
unraveling Twitter’s moderation
policies on free speech, Musk is
essentially taking the company
back to where it was in its
beginning stages. When it was
originally
created,
Twitter
executives had similar ideals as
Musk on allowing users literary
freedoms. However, over the
past decade they began to realize
how harmful it can be to promote
a platform where people can
unashamedly express violence,
harassment or abuse their powers
if they have a large following.
These regulations for social
media platforms are in place to
shield and protect people from
wrongful speech. In a greater
context, they also help regulate
the spread of misinformation.
Twitter’s current policy gives
warnings on tweets before
showing content to tell its users
what they are seeing might
be “fake news.” It is hard to
predict what the outcome would
be if Musk follows through in
reversing Twitter’s policies on
restricting free speech. But I fear
that loosening the guidelines
on free speech will only
provoke confusion for people in
distinguishing what information
is fact and what is fiction.
There are a few ways
for us to stop the spread of
misinformation. For one, take
everything you read on Twitter
from now on with a grain
of salt. That goes for other
social media platforms such as
Instagram and TikTok where
there are not always legitimate
sources of information. When
you hear or see something on

one of these platforms, try to
check that the data is coming
from a real and reliable source.
We need to be critical
about where we are finding
information online. There was
a TikTok that a girl made earlier
this year about Mason Ramsey,
the kid who went viral on the app
in 2018 for posting a video of
him yodeling in a Walmart. The
girl praised Ramsey for donating
all the profits from his video to
the Family Equality Council,
an organization for the parents
of the LGBTQ+ community.
The video was false and the
rumors were eventually put to
rest, but not before millions of
people had seen and shared it.
If we form our opinions
based on where we first see
information, then we are
agreeing to something that may
not be truthful. One way to
check if information is reliable
is by searching for other articles
on the topic from publications
known to be reliable. If you
see a headline and there is
only one article on it, then it
might not be believable. If you
find that the New York Times,
along with articles from CNN
and USA Today with similar
headlines, then it means that
more than one news outlet
is following the same story .
Though
social
media
is a plague for enabling
misinformation, it can also be
helpful in spreading awareness
on
current
social
issues.
During the summer of 2020,
people around the world took
to social media platforms to
bring attention to the racial
inequities systemically rooted
in the modern day world. People
used Instagram, Twitter, TikTok
etc. to start GoFundMe’s for
organizations
dedicated
to
the cause. While some hope
to spread awareness on issues
like this one, others might take
advantage of the space to spread
misinformation
and
derail
viewers from seeing what is true.
Our world needs to be mindful
of where misinformation exists.
The amount of information
out there is limitless. Whether
it is something you saw on an
Instagram story, or the first
article found through a vague
Google search, it is so easy
for us to spiral down the black
hole that is the Internet. If
we aren’t mindful, it will only
perpetuate the problem for
future generations. I implore
you to stray from gullibility, and
instead question the validity of
what you see. Misinformation
is a plague, and it is up to us to
stop naivete from spreading.

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Experiencing Coachella as a first-timer
My tips and tricks to navigate the music festival scene

ABIGAIL CAVIZO
ASST. A&C EDITOR
The music is pumping
vibrations
through
the
ground. The live performance
choices feel endless, with
seven stages to choose from.
Celebrities and influencers
are at every corner. These are
common narratives associated
with Coachella. Arguably the
most well known festival in
the world of music. However,
there are both pros and cons
to attending Coachella. In
case you have the chance
to attend, here’s my list of
self-proclaimed
“necessary”
advice
every
first-time
Coachella-goer needs to know.
Fashion
While Coachella is meant
for music enthusiasts, many can
argue that the fashion is the real
reason why it’s so iconic. In the
age of social media, some joke
that Coachella is the Met Gala for
influencers. In just three days,
influencers use the weekend to
produce so much content for
their various social media pages.
It’s fun to dress up for
Coachella and even more fun
to look at what everyone else
showed up in. Traditionally, it’s
a Boho-meets-Western look,
but nowadays, anything goes.
When I put together my
outfits, I was taking three factors
into consideration: comfort,
sustainability, and the weather.

Conan Gray’s performance during the day was one of my must sees.
Abigail Cavizo/The USD Vista

The days go from earliest 12
p.m. to latest 1 a.m., so finding
the line between cute and
comfortable is super important,
especially for first-timers. I
strategically decided what outfits
to wear on which day, according
to how tired I’d be in each.
Borrowing
clothes
from
friends is both sustainable
and saves money. The trick to
surviving the Coachella weather
is finding a perfect balance of
an outfit that can withstand

90 degrees in the sun but
also endure the colder nights.
The Line-up and
Festival Navigation

The 2022 Coachella line-up
featured around 150 artists. This
number is overwhelming but
planning ahead of time will ease
your stress. Keep in mind that
you won’t be able to see every
artist, but by choosing your
must sees, you can plan around

Doja Cat wowed the crowd with her various outfit changes and dance moves.
Abigail Cavizo/The USD Vista

their performances to enjoy
the other perks of the festival.
There are art pieces and tents
that have different activities
for attendees to participate in.
My favorite tent was the Ray
Bans one in which we walked
through a maze of mirrors
and lights wearing sunglasses
that took pictures of our
experience from our perspective.
I was lucky enough to spend
my first time at Coachella with my
roommate who grew up attending
the festival. She played my tour
guide, but luckily, the Coachella
app proved to be a great resource
in regards to navigating the
actual festival grounds. The app
provided a map for the stages,
but also included all the dining,
bathrooms, and the separate
activities in different tents.
Money

Friday’s headliner, Harry Styles, stole the show with his amazing outfit and presence on stage.

Abigail Cavizo/The USD Vista

A general admission ticket
to Coachella costs around $600
after additional fees, but the
ticket is only the beginning
expense. Fortunately for me,
my roommate lives ten minutes
away from the Coachella festival
grounds. Other options are
to camp (around $100 for a
tent camping pass) or book
somewhere to stay. To get the
best experience for the cheapest
amount, act as soon as possible.
The closer it is to the weekend,
the higher the prices will be.
For transportation, you can
pay for a guaranteed parking
pass, risk it with general
admission parking, or choose
the uber route. Our group went
with the first option so that
we can arrive and leave at any
time without worrying about
the unpredictability of Uber
prices. The traffic gets bad,
so a ten minute uber ride can

easily rack up to hundreds.
For food, I recommend eating
a good meal before entering.
However, this won’t be enough to
sustain you throughout the day. I
discovered that food ranged from
$12-30 for one meal, depending
on the vendor. Look at the list
of vendors beforehand to choose
what you may want to eat. I
made the mistake of spending
$15 on something I didn’t enjoy
but bought it because the line
was short. It’s not worth it when
there are so many other options.
Your Health
Your number one priority
should be you. A weekend in the
desert packed in a crowd with no
air conditioning and little shaded
areas can be disastrous. Water
is your best friend. Be wary of
where all the water stations are
and fill up your water bottle
between sets as often as you can.
When we watched Doja
Cat, a girl two feet away from
us passed out, most likely from
dehydration. We made space
for a medic to come through,
but taking preemptive measures
will ensure you don’t have
to rely on the crowd’s help.
Dirt flies around everywhere,
especially in the wind. Other
essential items to combat the
wind’s effects include eye drops,
allergy pills, and a bandana. It’s
about more than the Coachella
look–the bandana also shields
you from the dirt storms.
Overall, I would recommend
the Coachella experience. If
you have the means, the time
to plan ahead, and love music
and fashion, this weekend is
your weekend. By following all
of this advice, you’ll be one step
closer to a perfect first time at
the Coachella Music Festival.
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Spring Lūʻau hosted at USD

POI celebrates Island culture with food, dance, and music
ABIGAIL CAVIZO
ASST. A&C EDITOR

Spring Lūʻau from Page 1

night as hosts and are thankful
POI has given them an outlet to
celebrate their island identities.
Tulang-De Silva expressed
that although it was difficult
to plan the Lūʻau because
she hadn’t been to one since
her freshman year, the POI
community
helped
a
lot.
“A lot of seniors that planned
it when we were freshmen were
still in San Diego, so we met up
with them and they gave us tips,”
Tulang-De Silva said. “I think the
culture that was implemented
during [my] freshmen year was
really that POI is a home away
from home. The community
just comes with the nature
of our culture back home in
that even after I graduate,
POI will always be there.”
Similarly, Peters expressed
the same nostalgia in reflecting
on his freshman year experiences.
“It’s really cool to be able
to give back, like the alumni in
our club had taken us under our
wings and to foster a community
for the younger kids in our
club,” Peters said. “It’s an honor
getting to spread information
about what’s going on in our
community,
especially
to
people who don’t understand.”
The
island
culture
is

Students performing, Bendision, a cultural dance from the Island of Guam.
Samantha Anciano/The USD Vista

Students perform Tahiti cultural dance called Tahitian in front of attendees.
Photo cocurtesy of Kiara Dias

Special guest artist Fia performs his popular hit “Love me” in front of students.
Samantha Anciano/The USD Vista

all
about
sharing
culture
with everyone, even those
who cannot identify with it.
Redoble wants people to
understand
the
separation
between
appropriation
and
appreciation.
“Although I am from Hawaii,
I do not identify as Hawaiian,”
Redoble said. “It’s hard to explain

to people here because they
don’t understand that Hawaii
has its own culture. This is why
it’s so important to learn and
hear people out when coming
to a fun event like the Lūʻau.”
The pacific islands and
everything POI stands for has a
rich history of people’s stories.
The culture itself is easy to

Co-President Kapri Tulang-De Silva (Left), Lūʻau Coordinator Ely Redoble (Center)
and Co-President Austin Peters (Right).
Samantha Anciano/The USD Vista

immerse oneself in, but like
other cultures, it’s integral to
educate oneself about how they
got to where they are today.
The POI Lūʻau was a perfect

event to attend as a stepping
stone for fun cultural education,
as well as a celebration of
different
identities
within
the
Island
community.

The importance of podcasts for our mental health
They are more than just background noise
any mood a person is in, and a
variety of topics, like how to
gain positive mental health, how
to treat others, friendships, and
more. She is open and honest
about her experiences and talks
about topics that everyone
can relate to, like existential
crises and figuring out one’s
identity. It can be streamed
on platforms such as Spotify,
Apple Podcasts and Ramble.

ISABELLA SANCHEZ
ASST. A&C EDITOR
While the beginning of May
marks the start of “Mental Health
Awareness month,” it also marks
the end of the semester. It is the
time where almost every student starts to feel the weight of
finals crashing down on them.
With so many papers to
write and projects to complete,
it can start to feel like taking
a mental break is impossible.
Yet, people don’t realize that
better mental health can be
just a stream away. Podcasts
are an accessible and enjoyable
way to take care of your mental
health state, especially during
the stressful weeks coming up.
Podcast popularity skyrocketed in 2020 and 2021 due to
the COVID lockdown, and for
good reason. They are an excellent way to relax and learn
more about self-care. They are
also convenient. Instead of
finding the free time to crack
open a self-help book, you
can listen to a podcast while
also completing other tasks.
It takes only a couple of
seconds to press play and
stream one while you are
walking to class, exercising,
or even cooking. There are
plenty of ways that podcasts
can benefit your mental health.

Spotify has many interesting podcasts.
Isabella Sanchez/The USD Vista

Podcasts can help you
destress and relax

Podcasts allow you to not
feel alone

According
to
materials
scientist and engineer, Titi
Shodiya, who hosts “Dope Labs”
podcast, consuming podcasts
can stimulate multiple parts
of the brain. It can trigger
the “reward pathway,” releasing dopamine throughout the
brain. This feel-good chemical is what is responsible for
pleasure and most importantly,
is what makes you feel good.
Listening to your favorite
podcast can quite literally cause
a beneficial chemical reaction in your brain. Destressing
through podcasts can look different for everybody; for some
it can be about having a good
laugh with a comedy podcast
and for others it can be about
unwinding with a calming
podcast. Podcasts can allow

What sets podcasts apart is
the fact that it feels much more
personable than just reading
words on a page. Listening to
people talk about their own
struggles and give advice from
past experiences sparks the
realization that you are not
alone in your own experiences.
This type of content allows
you to connect to not only a person’s story but also the person
themselves. Listening to someone recount experiences or talk
about a specific life topic and
give advice is not only extremely
helpful, but also therapeutic.
“Anything Goes” by Emma
Chamberlain is a great pick since
there is an episode for just about

“Anything Goes” is for any mood.
Photo Courtesy of @anythinggoes/
Instagram

you to remove yourself from
a stressful situation and focus
on something else for a while.
“Slow Radio” by BBC Radio
3 calls itself “an anecdote to
today’s frenzied world.” Each
episode brings listeners soundscapes from around the world.
It offers soothing sounds to aid
in concentration or relaxation. It
consists of ambient sounds and
instructs you to “step back, let
go” and to “immerse yourself.”
It can be streamed on platforms
such as Spotify, Apple Podcasts, and BBC Radio’s website.
Podcasts can teach
something

you

If you want a podcast to
specifically teach you how to
be a better you, then self-help

podcasts are the go-to. There
are some that touch upon motivation, anxiety, and mindsets.
You can learn from renowned
psychologists, authors, and lecturers. They can provide a safe
space for people to learn more
about mental health issues or
for people to listen to valuable insight and knowledge.
If you want to be more productive even when you are tired,
get out of your comfort zone,
or learn how to reduce anxiety,
then there is a self-help podcast
out there for you. “On Purpose”
by Jay Shetty is a popular choice
as he talks about a diverse selection of topics like relationships, habits, and the power of
positivity. He does solo episodes
and episodes with celebrities
where they talk about important
life topics. It can be streamed
on platforms such as Spotify,
Apple Podcasts, and Audible.
Podcasts are not only a
form of entertainment; they
are educational and beneficial for your mind, too.
With the convenience of
podcasts,
allowing
yourself
to take a mental break can be
while you are simply getting
ready in the morning or grocery
shopping. If you need a pickme-up during a hard school
day or inspiration for your life,
a podcast is always a tap away.
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What’s next for our Toreros
Saying farewell to senior student athletes

JAREK MORGAN
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Graduation is just around the
corner for the class of 2022 at the
University of San Diego. They
have put in so much hard work,
from the books to the fields and
courts. Combining study and
sport as a student-athlete can be
hard to accomplish, but it is so
rewarding when the hard work
pays off.
Every year, student-athletes
play in the final game of their
athletic career. For most of them,
this means letting go of the sport
that has been a large part of
their identity for years. But the
memories of being an athlete
and the lessons they learned
along the way will remain with
them as they continue into their
future.
Several
student-athletes
graduating from USD this year
are now headed to continue their
education or start a career.
The future is bright for these
athletes, and they will always be
a Torero in their next chapter of
life.
Swimming and Diving
Senior Haley Ohlson has
achieved great accomplishments
at USD and her next journey is

setting up to be just as successful.
On her way to becoming a genetic
counselor, Ohlson is preparing
to study genomics in a master’s
program at the University of
Maryland.
Genetic counselors assess
individual or family risk for a
variety of inherited conditions.
They provide information and
support to other healthcare
providers, or to individuals and
families concerned with risks.
Ohlson highlighted what
USD has done for her and what
she will take away from the
institution.
“I’m so grateful for my time
here at San Diego because one
thing I can leave with is knowing
that I became a better leader,”
Ohlson said.
Senior Rachel Tucker is
continuing her education as she
will be attending John Hopkins
University on her way to
completing a Master’s of Science
in Nursing.
Tucker shared what she
loved about her time at USD.
“The atmosphere of San
Diego definitely made my college
experience,” Tucker said. “If I
had a terrible day, I could step
outside and watch a beautiful
sunset, or just sit by the ocean
and listen to the crashing waves.
San Diego was an amazing place

and I wouldn’t have traded it for
anything.”
Soccer
Senior
Mikey
Barrow
returned back home to Liverpool
and started a dessert business
with his sister after finishing his
courses in December 2021.
Barrow had nothing but high
praises for USD.
“I honestly loved everything
about USD,” Barrow said.
“Teachers, players, coaches, and
friends. The only thing I wish
is that I had more time with so
many incredible people.”
As the seniors prepare to
make their debut into the world
of adulthood, Barrow shared
advice for the next generation of
underclassmen as they embark
on their collegiate journey.
“Take care of yourself and
enjoy the little things,” Barrow
said. “Too often, especially as
athletes, we get caught up in
always trying to move 100 miles
per hour and push everything
behind us in order to chase
what we think is progress. It’s
so important to take the time to
work on yourself, both physically
and mentally.”
Tennis
Winning both on and off the
court, redshirt senior August

Holmgren is set to make a
big name for himself upon
completion of the school year.
Holmgren will be heading
back to his home in Denmark,
where he will focus on playing
tennis professionally. Already
set up with a full coaching staff
to further enhance his skills,
Holmgren will be competing in as
many as 30 tournaments a year
to qualify for the Association of
Tennis Professionals (ATP).
Thankful
for
the
opportunities provided by his
college experience, Holmgren
appreciated his soon to be alma
mater.
“USD has given me so much
more than I can ever give back,”
Holmgren said. “This has truly
been a special time for me and
I will forever be grateful for
everything USD has done for
me.”
Graduate student Gui Osorio
overcame every challenge he
faced while being a studentathlete. Battling back from a
severe injury that could have
ended his athletic career, Osorio
not only returned, but was a key
member of the team’s seventh
straight West Coast Conference
championship this season.
Osorio is planning to work
in data analytics or software
engineering, and hopes to call

San Diego his home for the
foreseeable future.
Baseball
Graduate
senior
Ian
Churchill isn’t finished with the
many opportunities USD has to
offer. He is sticking around to
finish his Master’s in Leadership
Nonprofit
Management.
In
addition, Churchill is planning
to be a graduate assistant for
USD Baseball next year. With
an already stacked resume,
Churchill will be continuing his
internship with Miracle League
of San Diego, a local nonprofit.
There are so many talented
student-athletes at USD, the
list could go on for pages. Every
team has athletes graduating
this coming May, and Torero
fans are proud of every single
one of them.
The next steps in life will
be challenging and every day
will not be perfect. But with
the lessons learned during their
time at USD and the hard work
that has already begun, the
Toreros will be ready to tackle
life’s toughest problems.
Congratulations to all the
graduating seniors and studentathletes. USD is so thankful for
your hard work and dedication,
and wishes you all the best and
success in your future.
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Another season draws to a close
Men’s tennis are WCC champions, women are runners-up

MARIA WATTERS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Season from Page 1
After falling to the Waves 1-6 just
one week earlier, the Toreros
had a monumental task ahead of
them.
“I knew it was going to be
a battle competing against
Pepperdine after playing them
the week prior,” USD sophomore
Jordyn McBride said. “They are
a top ten team in the country and
it’s always great tennis when we
play them.”
The contest was a struggle for
the Toreros from the beginning.
The Waves dominated the
doubles matches, preventing
USD
from
winning
more
than two games on any court.
Pepperdine secured the first
team point of the championship
after defeating junior Victoria
Kalaitzis and McBride 6-2 on
court two and redshirt junior
Solymar Colling and sophomore
Abigail Desiatnikov 6-2 on court
three.
The Toreros were unable to
reverse the momentum in the
singles matches. Pepperdine
scored their second team point
on court five after injury forced
Desiatnikov to withdraw from
the match in the second set.
USD’s
redshirt
sophomore
Elizabeth Goldsmith fell soon
thereafter on court two, losing to
Pepperdine’s sophomore Janice
Tjen 6-2, 6-2.
The
Waves’
graduate
student Shiori Fukuda earned
the winning point by defeating
Colling 6-2, 6-1 on court one.
Despite having lost 0-4 in the
conference final, USD assistant
coach Nadia Abdala was proud
of how her team handled the

USD Men’s Tennis celebrates their seventh straight WCC championship.
Photo courtesy of usdtoreros.com

pressure of the contest.
“We were very excited
to reach the finals of WCC
conference for the first time in
ten years,” Abdala said. “For
six out of the seven players on
the team this was their first
conference championship. As a
team, our biggest quality is our
fighting spirit and we battled
until the end.”
The Toreros were defeated
in the contest for the women’s
conference championship, but
the men’s title would prove
much more competitive.

Men’s Tennis
The number one seed USD
men’s tennis team began their
quest for the title on Friday,
April 29, after receiving a
first-round bye. The only team
standing between the Toreros
and a chance to fight for the
conference championship was
the fourth seeded Gonzaga
University Bulldogs. The two
programs last met back in
February, when the Toreros
defeated the Bulldogs 4-0.
It was a case of history
repeating itself as the Toreros
swept Gonzaga 4-0 once again.

USD was in the final for
the seventh year in a row
against their biggest WCC rival:
Pepperdine. The Toreros and the
Waves are familiar opponents,
having faced each other for the
WCC title seven times since
2004 with USD leading four
wins to three.
Unlike the women’s team, the
USD men defeated Pepperdine
4-1 just two weeks earlier on
April 16 at home. But head coach
Ryan Keckley knew overcoming
the weight of the moment would
be essential in their battle
against the Waves.
“The message before the
match was simple: be ourselves,”
Keckley said. “If we could battle
the nerves and play within
ourselves from the start, we
would earn opportunities. In a
rivalry match as competitive as
this, that’s all you can ask for at
the end of the day against a great
team like Pepperdine.”
In this battle of west coast
tennis titans, the round of
doubles was highly contentious.
Just as in their regular season
meeting, the first team point
came down to court one.
Graduate student Gui Osorio

and redshirt senior August
Holmgren faced off against
Pepperdine’s graduate student
Eero Vasa and senior Daniel De
Jonge for the second time. While
the Pepperdine duo won their
previous match, Holmgren and
Osorio secured the doubles point
with a definitive 6-4 victory.
USD entered into the round
of singles matches leading 1-0.
Though the doubles matches
were highly competitive, the
battles that followed proved to
be nothing short of a war.
The Waves entered the
second round of competition
swinging. Pepperdine players
took down senior Will Davies on
court six and redshirt sophomore
Sacchitt Sharrma on court three.
Trailing 1-2, redshirt senior
David Norfeldt leveled the score
by defeating senior Corrando
Summaria 6-4, 3-6, 6-3.
On court one, Holmgren
found the odds stacked against
him after dropping the first set
to De Jonge 3-6. After battling to
stay alive in the second set, the
Torero capitalized on a service
error by De Jonge on match
point to steal the second set
7-6(2). After evening the score at
one set a piece, Holmgren proved
unbeatable and secured the third
team point for the Toreros by
winning the tiebreaker set 6-3.
Leading 3-2, the Toreros
continued to fight for the
conference title, none more
so than senior Alex Stater on
court four. After splitting the
first two sets, Stater suffered
full body cramps early in the
third set. Down 2-5, it seemed
Stater was out of the match.
However, despite being unable
to put weight on his right leg,
Stater fought his way back into
the set, forcing his opponent

into a tiebreaker. Though he
was ultimately defeated 6-4,
4-6, 6-7(2), Stater’s effort was
nothing short of remarkable.
Women’s head coach Sherri
Stephens was heard saying she
had never seen anything like it
in her career.
Tied 3-3, the championship
would come down to the
match between Osorio and
Pepperdine’s
senior
Tim
Zeitvogel on court two.
“As soon as I lost the
second set I kept looking at the
scoreboard doing the math in
my head to see where we could
get the points,” Osorio said. “It
came down to me, [Holmgren]
and Stater, and I was confident
they could both win, but every
time I looked over at [Stater] he
was cramping so I figured the
chances were pretty high that I
would have to clinch.”
Spectators watched as both
Toreros and Waves alike cheered
on their teammates. Ultimately,
after an injury prevented him
from competing for two years,
it was Osorio who emerged
victorious, winning the final set
6-3.
Torero fans cheered as their
men’s tennis team swarmed
their teammate to celebrate
their seventh straight WCC
championship victory.
Both USD’s men’s and
women’s tennis teams will
continue their 2022 season
in the NCAA tournament this
weekend. The women will travel
to Oklahoma to face off against
Arizona
State
University,
while the men head up north
to the University of Southern
California where they’ll take
on the University of California
Irvine in the first round on
Friday, May 6.

Softball coach’s journey to USD

Head coach MJ Knighten discusses highs and lows on her way to San Diego
SAVANNAH ALARCON
CONTRIBUTOR
The University of San
Diego’s MJ Knighten became the
youngest head coach in National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) softball at 25 when she
accepted the position for the
Toreros in 2020. Knighten also
made USD history by becoming
the first Black female head coach
in any program at the university.
Knighten can attest to many
reasons why she fell in love with
softball, but the main source
of motivation came from her
family.
“My dad led me to play
softball. He is a baseball fanatic.
As soon as I was able to hold
one of those big plastic bats
you get when you’re a kid, I was
swinging,” Knighten said.
At a young age, Knighten
knew that softball was going to

be in her future.
“At thirteen is when I knew
I wanted to play in college and
even professionally,” Knighten
said.
Knighten found a home
playing at the University of
Nebraska.
“I did not know Nebraska
was on the map. I thought why
not give it a shot and see what
it’s about. I fell in love with it the
very first time I stepped off the
plane,” Knighten explained.
However, Nebraska was
an adjustment. The weather
was not the only thing that
changed in Nebraska — it was
also their views. Moving from
a more liberal state to a more
conservative state did have an
effect on Knighten because she
was a Black female athlete.
Knighten had to overcome
many obstacles, and being
in
a
completely
different
environment from the one she

COMING UP
THIS WEEK

was raised in was a big one.
At Nebraska, she developed
mentally
and
physically.
Knighten received an AllAmerican honor her junior year
of college. It did not happen
overnight and it took a lot of
hard work and dedication.
“It happened when a pitcher
threw no more than 50 miles
per hour, kept striking me out
and getting me out and one day
I was like, this is not happening
again,” Knighten said.
Knighten remembered the
moment she received the highest
award one can get playing
Division 1 softball.
“When I got announced I
was an All-American, I wasn’t
expecting to be an All-American.
I was just thinking about having
fun and getting the job done
for my team and enjoying the
moment,” Knighten said.
After receiving the award,
she wanted to replicate it. Many

USD MBB v. Pacific
Friday, May 6
6 p.m.
Watch: wccnetwork.com

outside factors affected the way
Knighten played her senior year.
“A lot of people were making
reports on me, doing it again and
I put a lot of pressure on myself
and tried to live up to the hype of
the year before,” Knighten said.
Knighten talked about what
helped her through her senior
year.
“I had to realize that I am
more than just an athlete and
I am more than just an AllAmerican,” Knighten said.
All of these experiences led
her to become a coach.
Knighten
discussed
her
mindset after agreeing to take
the head position at USD.
“When I first took this
job I had so many emotions:
confusion, how did I get here,
excitement, happiness, scared
out of my mind, wanting to
throw up every single day but
it was awesome and I loved it,”
Knighten said. “I wanted to be

USD SOF @ SCU
Saturday, May 7
12 p.m.
Watch: wccnetwork.com

pushed, I did not want it to be
easy, and I’m grateful because of
those tough moments.”
There are a lot of rewards
from coaching, but Knighten
wanted to impact society and
leave her mark.
“I wanted to empower others
and show other women that this
game could give you so much,”
Knighten said. “What is most
important is the relationships
you have with your athletes.
I hope to accomplish moving
the needle forward for women
and of course giving them the
empowerment they need to take
on whatever in life.”
Knighten hoped the young
women took one thing away
from being in her program.
“Stick to your values and who
you are as a person,” Knighten
said.
Being a better person on and
off the field is Knighten’s biggest
goal for her athletes.

USD MBB @ Pacific
Sunday, May 8
1 p.m.
Watch: wccnetwork.com
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